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Hello Wanderers! Welcome to your wild adventure.

We’re so thrilled you could make it along to the very first Wanderer 
Festival. It’s been quite a journey. We’ve been busy crafting, concocting 
and buzzing around to bring you a mountain of great music and art in 

the pristine surrounds of Pambula Beach.

From international music stars to Australian legends and treasured 
locals, there are plenty of epic tunes to be enjoyed. On the arts radar, 

we are proud to bring you the full gamut of performance. Circus, 
theatre, comedy, installation, interactive experiences and other 

delightful surprises.

Relish in a picnic with your besties listening to your favourite band. Get 
wild on the dancefloor under the starry moonlit sky. Embrace the spirit 

of the Wanderer. 

WELCOME TO COUNTRY
Wanderer Festival acknowledges the people of the Yuin and Monaro 

nations, for whom music and art making have held a central importance 
for thousands of generations. We particularly acknowledge the Thaua 

people of the Yuin nation as the traditional owners of the land and 
waters on which this festival takes place. We pay our respects to elders 

past, present and emerging.



WANDERER
A Big Top tent for Wanderers to discover the 
hottest young music acts and  local treasures, 
Circus Trick Tease’s award-winning show Werk 
It and stand-up comedy by Geraldine Hickey, 
Lizzie Hoo and Alex Ward. Lively party tunes will 
keep the night cats dancing well into the eve.

THE MUSIC
A world-class lineup of established music acts 
and emerging stars. Wanderer’s Main Stage 
will present Australian legends Ziggy Alberts, 
DMA’s, The Teskey Brothers, Winston Surfshirt, 
Wolfmother, Confidence Man, Sarah Blasko & 
Jack River. From the US to Pambula Beach, we 
have scorching soul singer Curtis Harding and 
legendary pop surrealists The Dandy Warhols.

THE LOST LANDS
A Big Top tent featuring marvellous 
performances to delight the young and young 
at heart. Circus, theatre, comedy, music, 
sleeping bag cinema & bubbles galore! 
Outside the tent, you’ll discover fun intimate 
shows in gorgeous pop-up theatre La Petite 
Grande, performances at Sam’s Caravan & 
enchanting games in Lila’s World. 

AROUND THE FEST
Explore the festival grounds and you will 
encounter fabulous roving performers, 
mystical games made from recycled objects, 
dance workshops, the freaky yet endearing 
Frankentoy lab, a fun fictional quest with 
monsters, karaoke and other wonderful 
surprises.

BREAKFAST DANCE 
PARTY & YOGA
Start your Saturday and Sunday morning with 
an early morning Yoga session or drop into the 
Breakfast dance party on Sunday hosted by 
the hilarious dysfunctional brother/sister duo 
Astrid & Otto of Die Roten Punkte.

WELCOME TO 
COUNTRY
Join us for the Welcome To Country and a 
celebration of traditional dance from Yuin 
Country. The smoking and dancing ceremony 
will be performed by Shaquille Aldridge and 
the Duurunu Miru Dancers from Eden, an 
Aboriginal dance group that tells the story of 
the Dhawa/Thaua Country in the Yuin Nation.

FOOD & MARKETS
Indulge in delicious feasts featuring an 
abundance of local produce and a diverse 
range of tantalising cuisine representing 
cultures from around the world. Explore the 
diverse selection of goodies we’ve hand-
picked for the markets.

THE BIG LOST BAND
We are creating a huge community rock ‘n’ roll 
band, where budding musicians rub shoulders 
with experienced hands. Guitarists, bass 
players, drummers, keyboardists and singers 
will jam out a bunch of rock and pop anthems 
at the festival. 

THE SAPPHIRE 
COAST
Begin each day with a dip in the ocean in the 
pristine waters of Pambula Beach or Pambula 
River. Embrace the Wanderer spirit and explore 
the wild magic of the stunning Sapphire Coast.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN 
ADVENTURE
Explore every nook of the festival - see 
performers you’ve never heard of and plunge 
into Wanderer’s unique festival experiences. 
Bask in the community spirit surrounding you 
and create unique festival memories that will 
last a lifetime! 

BEST OF THE FEST
There are many amazing things to discover! Here are a handful of 

not-to-miss experiences over the festival weekend. 



It’s time to enjoy the glorious Spring vibes, dust off those dancing shoes and nourish 
the soul with incredible music and art! 

The following pages feature Wanderer Festival’s program highlights, though the entire 
festival program is incredible. We encourage you to explore and discover as much as 
you can. 

Wanderer’s home is a music adventurer’s dream destination. Enjoy our fields 
backdropped by lovely forest and take a short stroll to the pristine waters of Pambula 
Beach. 

Kick back and stay a while. Indulge in delicious local produce & immerse in the magic 
of the region’s wild coastline, with secluded beaches, pristine estuaries, native forests 
and ancient landscapes. 

MAIN STAGE
ZIGGY ALBERTS     Sat 8.00pm - 9.10pm
Ziggy Alberts’ captivating live performances earned him a 
reputation as one of Australia’s leading troubadours. His heartfelt 
intimate songs explore love, friendship and connection with 
nature. In his words, his latest album Searching For Freedom 
is “an expression of an adventure that I’ve realised will last a 
lifetime”. 

THE TESKEY BROTHERS     Fri 5.40pm - 6.50pm 
In a world obsessed with the ‘new’ The Teskey Brothers are a 
soothing antidote: old souls with chest-warming anthems that 
rouse the spirits of the greats. Their debut album Half Mile 
Harvest propelled the band onto the world stage with a raw 
combination of soul and blues that channels the Stax Records 
alumni in Memphis circa ‘67.

DMA’S     Sun 8.25pm - 9.30pm
Three friends in a bedroom. Some amps, some beers and a love 
of nostalgic garage pop. What could go wrong? DMA’s have a gift 
for writing anthemic, emotionally affecting music. Lay Down, In 
The Air and Delete have become rallying cries for fans. In 2021, 
DMA’s won Album Of The Year and Rock Album Of The Year at 
the 2021 ARIA Awards.

THE DANDY WARHOLS     Sun 6.45pm - 7.55pm
In a world obsessed with the ‘new’ The Teskey Brothers are a 
soothing antidote: old souls with chest-warming anthems that 
rouse the spirits of the greats. Debut album Half Mile Harvest 
propelled the band onto the world stage with a raw combination 
of soul and blues that channels the Stax Records alumni in 
Memphis circa ‘67.

CONFIDENCE MAN     Sat 11.05pm - 11.55pm
Confidence Man have levelled dance floors with performances 
custom designed to make you move. This smokin’ hot act has 
played some of the biggest festivals in the world including Rock 
en Seine, Primavera Sound and Glastonbury. Propelled by bouncy 
beats, a healthy dollop of 1990s dance pop and some serious 
disco nous. 

CURTIS HARDING     Sat 5.05pm - 6.10pm
Reared on a diet of Mahalia Jackson and Mavis Staples, Curtis 
Harding learned to sing and play drums in church. His album 
If Words Were Flowers is an intoxicating bouquet: drawing 
on everything from vintage soul to hip hop, garage rock to 
psychedelia. These infectious airtight grooves are destined to get 
you on your feet.



MAIN STAGE
WINSTON SURFSHIRT     Sat 6.35pm - 7.35pm
Six-piece collective Winston Surfshirt are one of the world’s finest 
indie-R&B ensembles. The band channels a vintage kind of rock 
zeitgeist: less about ego and more about the sonic journey and 
shared experience. Fusing a classic west coast hip hop sound 
with the snap of psych-pop and a sunny, uniquely Australian 
charm.

SARAH BLASKO     Sun 5.25pm - 6.20pm
Sarah Blasko is a rarity. A songwriter whose sublime musical 
creations at once transcend and burrow deep. Her songs strike 
with rare immediacy, purity and meaning. Genre-defining indie-
rock and art-pop at its best. Over the course of her albums, she 
has received 3 ARIA awards and triple j’s Album Of The Year.

WOLFMOTHER     Sat 9.35pm - 10.40pm
Wolfmother have amassed an international fanbase like few 
others  – fabled for their high-octane rock that sound-checks the 
best of them. Their unique brand of cosmic rock has earned them 
their stripes as one of the true titans of 21st Century rock’n’roll. 
Catch the colossus as it rolls through Wanderer.

JACK RIVER     Fri 7.15pm - 8.15pm
With tens of millions of streams and both gold and platinum 
singles, Jack River has pioneered a new form of artistry that 
brings together kick-arse songs with meaningful advocacy. 
Recent single We Are The Youth draws from a long-held passion 
for climate and environmental movements.

DZ DEATHRAYS     Sat 3.50pm - 4.40pm
It was a time of skinny jeans, checkerboard vans and indie sleaze. 
But 2012 was also the moment Brisbane outfit DZ Deathrays 
disrupted the universe with an ear-wrestling pearler of a debut 
album, Bloodstreams. The newcomers went on to win the ARIA 
Award for Best Hard Rock / Heavy Album that year. 

JOSH PYKE    Fri 4.15pm - 5.15pm
Talented troubadour Josh Pyke has released six top ten albums, 
received four ARIA Awards, gone platinum twice and had nine 
songs appear in triple j’s Hottest 100. Pyke has travelled to the 
farthest reaches of both the nation and his inner self and returned 
with his most revealing album yet, To Find Happiness. 

MAIN STAGE
PIERCE BROTHERS     Sun 4.05pm - 5.00pm
For years, twin brothers Jack and Patrick Pierce have been a 
staple of the Australian indie-folk, blues and roots scene. Pierce 
Brothers started their journey as street buskers, honed their craft 
touring relentlessly and are renowned for captivating audiences 
with their lively shows. 

ISABELLA MANFREDI    Sat 2.35pm - 3.25pm
Sometimes things need to come to an end to allow a new 
beginning. When Isabella Manfredi departed her hugely 
successful and much-loved band The Preatures in 2021, she 
left her legion of fans in shock. Emerging from the debris was 
Jealousy, an infectious hook-laden single with sprawling 
Prince-esque pop.

DIDIRRI     Sun 2.50pm - 3.40pm
Didirri is from the coastal town of Warrnambool. He began writing 
songs as a challenge to himself to open up and be honest. 
Didirri sings with both conviction and vulnerability and together 
strangers are connected to think and feel, be open to the dark, 
the light and all that’s in between – but always with hope.

THE DREGGS     Fri 8.40pm - 9.40pm
The Dreggs are an indie folk band that go beyond the hooks to 
dig deep into life’s mysteries and offer hope. The pair met over 
a shared love of the ocean, and its presence manifests deeply - 
such as in the rousing Call Me Home and crowd favourite Give 
Myself To You.

MAPLE GLIDER     Sun 12.35pm - 1.20pm
For Maple Glider, music was never about trend or fashion – it was 
about freedom. Brought up in a restrictive religious household, 
music came with existential gravitas. Traversing the line between 
folk and country, Glider shares vignettes of her life. Most are 
piano and guitar-soaked paeans to love.

HARVEY SUTHERLAND    Sun 10.00pm - 10.50pm
Harvey Sutherland is many things: producer, DJ and funk 
synthesist. Blending a broad array of influences both old and new, 
his early EPs were championed by international tastemakers such 
as Gilles Peterson, Jamie xx, Disclosure and The Black Madonna. 
Sutherland brings his infectious hybrid world of beats and treats.



WANDERER

GRENTPEREZ     Sat 7.00pm - 7.50pm
Occasionally a star rises from the most unexpected of skies. 
Sydney-born independent singer, songwriter and producer 
grentperez is one such ethereal being. From the intimacy of his 
bedroom his handcrafted DIY pop has generated millions of 
YouTube views & ‘Cherry Wine’ over 40 million Spotify streams. 

ALICE IVY     Fri 9.15pm - 10.00pm
Alice Ivy’s eclectic signature sound spans the great aural divide - 
soul, hip hop and electronic pop, allowing her to apply her unique 
musical dexterity as a multi-instrumentalist. She’s landed eight 
consecutive singles on high rotation at triple j. Her explosive live 
performance will get you cutting shapes and groovin’  into the 
night.

HAYLEY MARY     Fri 6.25pm - 7.15pm
Hayley Mary’s Fall in Love is a swaggering, swooping piece of 
indie-pop. A dirty Motown-drenched sonic boom that perfectly 
captures the dizzying hue of falling in love. Sonically the EP 
furthers the neo-wall-of-sound that Mary has become renowned 
for since transitioning from front-woman of The Jezabels to solo 
artist. 

WERK IT 
Fri 2.35pm - 3.25pm    Sat 3.00pm - 3.50pm    Sun 1.40pm - 2.30pm
Partial to a little spandex, high vis and trapeze? The dazzling 
folk behind Neon and Can’t Face bring Werk It - a high-energy, 
acrobatic comedy romp! Featuring OMG acrobatic feats & 
dizzying skill, this over-the-top ensemble will be hip thrusting its 
way into an Aerobics Oz Style fever dream. 

GERALDINE HICKEY & FRIENDS
Sat 4.10pm - 5.00pm     Sun 3.25pm - 4.05pm 
Hickey’s wry observational comedy is sharp as a freshly stropped 
razor and earned her the Most Outstanding Show award at the 
2021 Melbourne Comedy Festival. Geraldine will be joined in a 
triple bill of award winning stand-up comedy by Lizzie Hoo and 
Alex Ward.

EMMA DONOVAN & THE PUTBACKS     
Fri 3.50pm - 4.40pm
Unified via a shared love for classic American soul and the protest 
music of indigenous Australia, Emma Donovan & The Putbacks 
are the perfect collision between two profound musical traditions. 
Where Donovan’s songwriting is impassioned and brutally honest, 
The Putbacks’ music is fluid, visceral and raw.

ASTRID & OTTO - DIE ROTEN PUNKTE    
Fri 2.00pm - 2.45pm     Sat 3.00pm - 3.30pm
This delightfully dysfunctional brother/sister duo is bursting 
with lipstick-smeared, tantrum-loving, sonic collisions between 
B-52s, The Pixies, Kraftwerk and early Ramones. Berlin’s Prince 
and Princess of hilarity bring their schlock-rock majesty in a very 
special staging of their many hits (and misses!). 

CHILDREN ARE STINKY    
Fri 12.45pm - 1.30pm  Sat 12.00pm - 12.45pm  Sun 12.00pm - 12.45pm
Children Are Stinky is packed with loads of laughs, lightning 
fast hula hooping, dare-devil balances, astounding strength, 
incredible acrobatics and loads of comedy, bringing the entire 
family together in celebration of hilarity. Fresh from a sell out 
season at Edinburgh Festival Fringe. 

MARIO QUEEN OF THE CIRCUS   
Fri 3.30pm - 4.15pm    Sat 1.30pm - 2.15pm    Sun 3.45pm - 4.15pm
A born showman, Mario Queen Of The Circus is as entertaining 
as he is fabulous. The Latin lothario’s hilarious shows and 
irresistible variety numbers have wooed audiences the world 
over. Mario’s unique jesting and juggling is unleashed to 
arena-rocking anthems by Queen.

DR HUBBLE’S BUBBLE SHOW     
Sat 4.15pm - 5.00pm     Sun 1.30pm - 2.15pm
Dr Hubble takes you on a bedazzling and hilarious journey into 
the world of bubbles. Expect to be introduced to the biggest 
monster bubbles you’ve ever laid eyes on, not to mention square 
bubbles, the famous exploda-bubble and Dr Hubble’s newest 
bubble creation: the flaming vortex!

LA PETITE GRANDE     
Fri 12.00pm - 4.30pm    Sat 11.00am - 4.30pm    Sun 11.00am - 4.30pm
A gorgeous little pop-up theatre full of big surprises and intimate 
experiences, featuring mind blowing acrobatics, side splitting 
comedy, gravity defying juggling, record- breaking hula hoops 
and anything else your whimsical mind can dream up. 20min 
shows in this charming funhouse.

THE LOST LANDS

SAM’S CARAVAN   
Fri 12.00pm - 5pm     Sat 8.30am - 7.30pm     Sun 8.00am - 7.30pm
Popular Candelo Valley institution Sam’s Caravan hosts an 
informal program of really excellent unexpected bands, The 
Monster Siege, The Beep Test of Mythical Beings, Yoga and 
several mystery guests. Plus an open mic on Saturday afternoon 
and Sunday morning dance party. Come on down!



Wanderer is thrilled to showcase the incredible artists living on the Sapphire Coast. The cultural 
capacity and spirit of the local community is remarkable. You are all in for a treat! Some of the 
superb local artists who’ll grace the music and arts stages include: 

Anactoria, Bega Sound Collective, Bega Valley Men’s Choir, Benji and the Saltwater 
Soundsystem, The Big Lost Band, Cephalopods, Djinama Yilaga, Felicity Dowd, Gabadu, Heath 
Cullen, Petrol Bomb, Robyn Martin, Sam’s Caravan, Shaquille Aldridge and the Duurunu Miru 
Dancers, The Scaramouche and We Shaped Up Like This.

Explore the festival grounds and you’re likely to stumble across a marvellous roving performer, 
magical games crafted from recycled objects in Lila’s World or the fabulously freaky Frankentoys. 
Do find Sully Stadium, where you’ll find dancing, Karaoke and the spooktacular Bed Sheet Ghost 
Party. We’ve got a bunch of fabulous surprises to delight you all!

 Don’t miss the epic performance by The Big Lost Band, a huge community rock ‘n’ roll band 
from the Sapphire Coast who will come together at 2.15pm on Sunday afternoon to perform near 
the Main Stage.   

AROUND THE FEST

THE LOCALS

DJINAMA YILAGA     
The Djinama Yilaga Choir is a local 
intergenerational Yuin choir, established in 
2019 and led by renowned Walbunga/Ngarigo 
artist, Cheryl Davison. Djinama Yilaga are 
revitalising Dhurga language through song.

FELICITY DOWD     
Dwelling at the convergence of country, folk, 
blues, jazz and pop, Felicity Dowd embraces 
diversity in her music. She’s conquered the 
country iTunes chart and was declared NSW 
Folk Federation Young Folk Artist of the Year 
in 2020.

ROBYN MARTIN    
With a sound that is distinctly Australian, 
Martin’s music traverses a terrain as wide as the 
country itself: from deep pocket soul through 
ethereal folk and full-blown banjo barnstorms, 
with a sprinkle of grungy angst rock. 

HEATH CULLEN    
Born & bred of Candelo on the Sapphire 
Coast - an idyll he still calls home - Cullen is 
the consummate troubadour, having left a 
trail of newfound devotees around the world. 
Set your heart Wandering with this treasured 
hometown hero.
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TASTE
Indulge in delicious feasts featuring an abundance of local produce sourced from the lands and 
sea of the Sapphire Coast. A diverse range of tantalising cuisine representing cultures from 
around the world, culinary delights and nutritious food will all be on offer and capped off with 
crisp local beer, wine and spirits. The food offering is curated by passionate locals Brett Kryskow 
and Dave Arens, who collaborate to produce EAT - Merimbula’s much-loved annual food festival.

MARKETS
Explore the diverse selection of unique, hand-crafted and creative goods we’ve hand-picked for 
the Wanderer Festival Market. From colourful threads and gorgeous jewellery to handcrafted 
swords and handmade instruments. There are so many fabulous goodies to discover!

FESTIVAL INFO
MERCHANDISE
Head over to the Merch stand near food alley 
to score some fabulous Wanderer threads - 
T-shirts, caps and hats.

SHUTTLE BUS
A free shuttle bus will transport people 
camping and parking in Pambula and Pambula 
Beach between 10.30am-4pm and 8pm-close 
each day. A paid bus service is also available 
to festival goers staying or living in Merimbula, 
Tura Beach, Kalaru, Tathra, Wolumla, Bega & 
Eden. Pre-purchase tickets online.

LOST KIDS
Lost your kid? Check in with the information 
desk near The Lost Lands or opposite the Main 
Stage to get help locating your little one. We 
encourage everyone to organise a meeting 
place with friends and family and write a phone 
number on your kids’ wristband.  

FIRST AID
First Aid can be found near the west-side 
public entrance near the Karaoke stage.

CREATE Get hands on, dress festive and immerse yourself in participatory experiences. 

EMBRACE our Environmental Ethos starting with how you pack! Bring reusable water 
bottles, keep cups, plates and cutlery and nude food. 

RESPECT your neighbours, party at the festival and keep noise to a minimum in the 
campgrounds and on your way to and from the festival. Be mindful of our festival families and 
keep your language and behaviour respectful.

APPRECIATE Be grateful to the local community for sharing their special places with you. 
Be respectful if you’re passing through town. ‘Leave no Trace’ – kids and animals will be using 
these fields after you’ve gone.

DISCOVER Meet people. Experience parts of the program you don’t already know. Explore 
the wonders of the Sapphire Coast.

Subscribe to register 
for Wanderer Festival 
2023 Presale Tickets

WANDERER ETHOS



Thank you for joining us on this journey! We are so pleased you could 
make it along to the first Wanderer Festival in this special place on Yuin 
country. 

A massive thank you to our artists, staff, volunteers, local businesses, 
partners and wonderful host community. 

It takes a great deal of passion, grit and hard work to bring Wanderer to 
life. A community of believers determined to bring magic to the people. 
Thank you all. 

Our festival is deeply embedded in the community of Pambula Beach 
who have opened up and welcomed us to this beautiful place. Please 
treat them with respect and enjoy this friendly vibrant community.

Take care of your friends and family, especially as they leave the festival 
site. If you’re staying off-site and have enjoyed a few drinks, catch a lift 
with a friend, walk or jump on a shuttle bus once the party is over. Keep 
noise to a minimum as you cruise through the community back to your 
tent or accommodation. If you come across someone doing the wrong 
thing, let them know or let us know.

Most importantly, bring lots of good vibes, positive energy and warm 
spirits. We look forward to coming together in a space like no other. 

THE WANDERERS

SUSTAINABILITY
Wanderer Festival aims to be a leader in environmental sustainability. Please join us in working 
towards ZERO LANDFILL at the festival!

Please place food waste, compostable packaging and recyclable containers into the appropriate 
bins at zero waste bin stations. All vendors will use compostable packaging and utensils.   

There will be no bins for landfill. We will have green-lid bins for organic compostable material for 
FOGO (Food Organics Garden Organics) and yellow-lid bins for recyclables. Our Waste Warriors 
will be on-site to guide you!

If you bring any items that can only go to landfill, please take them home with you. 

There will be hot wash stations where you can clean any single-use plastic items you have 
brought with you.

Reusable bottles and cups are available for purchase if you forgot to bring one. 

Enjoy the free water refill stations located around the festival. Check the festival map for 
locations. 

LET’S WORK TOWARDS ZERO WASTE & LEAVE NO TRACE!

Wanderer Festival is a waste wise event supported by Bega Valley Shire Council

THANK YOU
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HEADSPACE BEGA is a free youth health service for 
young people (12-25 yrs) who live in the Bega Valley, Narooma 
and Snowy Monaro.

When things aren’t going so great in your life, you can get 
support from people who are sensitive to your needs and 
skilled in working with young people.

To make an appointment, or find out more about headspace 
Bega, call 1800 959 844. If it’s a mental health emergency call 
000 or the Mental Health Line on 1800 011 511.

On behalf of the NSW Government I welcome you 
to the stunning Sapphire Coast for the inaugural 
Wanderer Festival, which is proudly supported 
through our tourism and major events agency, 
Destination NSW. 
 
Focusing on a multi-generational experience, 
Wanderer Festival is an event for everyone with 
different stages, spaces and campgrounds created 
purposefully for all ages. It is set to become one of 
the nation’s favourite festivals, presenting a music 
line-up that transcends genre and demographic, 
with a diverse arts program that brings together 
theatre, comedy, circus and cultural workshops in 
one of the country’s most inspiring destinations.
 
The Sapphire Coast is a jewel of regional NSW and one of Australia’s best-kept tourism secrets 
with pristine landscapes bound by majestic native bushland, bucolic fields, undisturbed 
waterways and a vibrant creative community. 
 
The Wanderer Festival provides a significant social and economic boost to the region as 
thousands of fans, artists and event crew stay in our hotels, eat in our restaurants and drink in 
our pubs, delivering a significant economic dividend to the community.
 
I wish all festival goers a safe and happy Wanderer Festival and encourage you to take in the 
many fantastic local attractions and warm hospitality of the beautiful Sapphire Coast. 

Minister for Tourism and Minister for the Arts Ben Franklin
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MUSIC PROGRAM
ZIGGY ALBERTS   DMA’S   THE TESKEY BROTHERS

THE DANDY WARHOLS   CONFIDENCE MAN   
CURTIS HARDING   WINSTON SURFSHIRT   WOLFMOTHER   
SARAH BLASKO   JACK RIVER   DZ DEATHRAYS   JOSH PYKE   

PIERCE BROTHERS   EMMA DONOVAN & THE PUTBACKS   
DIDIRRI   THE DREGGS   HARVEY SUTHERLAND   THE GROGANS   
ISABELLA MANFREDI   GRENTPEREZ   HAYLEY MARY   ALICE IVY   

THE VANNS   B WISE   MADDY JANE   MUROKI   OLD MERVS   
MAPLE GLIDER   COOKIN’ ON 3 BURNERS   BAKERS EDDY   

JESS RIBEIRO   BODY TYPE   PANIA   FELICITY DOWD   ROBYN MARTIN    
SHANNEN JAMES   COUSIN TONY’S BRAND NEW FIREBIRD   

   MAGIC MACHINE   TALL SHAUN & THE RESOLUTION BLUES   GABADU    
HEATH CULLEN   PETROL BOMB   ANACTORIA   DJINAMA YILAGA   
BENJI & THE SALTWATER SOUNDSYSTEM   THE SCARAMOUCHE

BEGA SOUND COLLECTIVE   BEGA VALLEY MEN’S CHOIR

ARTS PROGRAM
ASTRID & OTTO - DIE ROTEN PUNKTE   WERK IT

MARIO QUEEN OF THE CIRCUS   GERALDINE HICKEY
CHILDREN ARE STINKY   DR HUBBLE’S BUBBLE SHOW

LA PETITE GRANDE   THE BURNT SAUSAGES   MONSTER SIEGE    
BED SHEET GHOST PARTY   THIS IS ME BUNTING   FRANKENTOYS  

WE SHAPED UP LIKE THIS   CEPHALOPODS   GUESS WHO TAROT
THE BEEP TEST OF MYTHICAL BEINGS   FACE PAINT BY CHILDREN   

ALEX WARD   SHAQUILLE ALDRIDGE & THE DUURUNU MIRU DANCERS   
LIZZIE HOO   SAM’S CARAVAN   LILA’S WORLD   THE BIG LOST BAND     

KARAOKE   SLEEPING BAG CINEMA   WIKI PEOPLE 
THE GRANDEST GRAND FINAL   SHAPES & SOUNDS 

WANDERFESTIVAL.COM.AU
#WANDERERFESTIVAL


